ABSTRACT

Wireless body area network (BAN) is a promising technology for real-time monitoring of physiological signals to support medical applications. In order to ensure the trustworthy and reliable gathering of patient’s critical health information, it is essential to provide node authentication service in a BAN, which prevents an attacker from impersonation and false data/command injection. Although quite fundamental, the authentication in BAN still remains a challenging issue. On one hand, traditional authentication solutions depend on prior trust among nodes whose establishment would require either key pre-distribution or non-intuitive participation by inexperienced users, while they are vulnerable to key compromise. On the other hand, most existing non-cryptographic authentication schemes require advanced hardware capabilities or significant modifications to the system software, which are impractical for BANs.

In this paper, for the first time, we propose a lightweight body area network authentication scheme (BANA) that does not depend on prior-trust among the nodes and can be efficiently realized on commercial off-the-shelf low-end sensor devices. This is achieved by exploiting physical layer characteristics unique to a BAN, namely, the distinct received signal strength (RSS) variation behaviors between an on-body communication channel and an off-body channel. Our main finding is that the latter is more unpredictable over time, especially under various body motion scenarios. This unique channel characteristic naturally arises from the multi-path environment surrounding a BAN, and cannot be easily forged by attackers. We then adopt clustering analysis to differentiate the signals from an attacker and a legitimate node. The effectiveness of BANA is validated through extensive real-world experiments under various scenarios. It is shown that BANA can accurately identify multiple attackers with minimal amount of overhead.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Wireless body area network (BAN) or body sensor network (BSN) has been an area of significant research in recent years [24, 46, 7]. A BAN is a wireless network usually formed by lightweight, small-size, ultra-low-power, interoperable and intelligent wearable sensors [7], which are strategically placed on the body surface, around it or implanted inside the human body. To monitor the wearer’s health status or motion pattern, these sensors measure, process, and transmit the body’s physiological signs to a control unit (CU) without constraining the activities of the wearer. Physicians and caregivers can then access the collected data for real-time diagnosis and trigger treatment procedures in return. For example, upon detecting high blood sugar level from a glucose monitoring device, an insulin pump will receive a command from the CU to inject a required dose of insulin [32]. The BAN technology enables numerous exciting applications, such as ubiquitous health monitoring [17] and emergency medical response (EMS) [25], etc. It has the potential to revolutionize the healthcare delivery in hospitals, operation theaters, and homes.

As BAN applications deal with sensitive patient medical information, they have significant security, privacy and safety implications which may prevent the wide adoption of this technology. There have been wide privacy concerns in the public towards IMDs [1]; however, the data security in a BAN has not drawn enough attention, although the lack of it would lead to fatal consequences [19, 8]. Especially, node authentication is the fundamental step towards a BAN’s initial trust establishment (e.g., key generation) and subsequent secure communications. Since IMDs transmit critical health monitor reports to and receive commands from the CU, if an attacker successfully pretends to be a legitimate sensor node or CU and joins the BAN, it can either report wrong patient data back to the monitoring system or launch malicious attacks on the collected data.
health status information or inject false commands which may put the patient’s safety at risk. In current practices, the interoperable medical devices (IMDs) are not designed with enough security in mind. Over the years, there are a number of reported remote hacking incidents of individual IMDs [42, 14] exploiting the unprotected wireless channel. In a BAN, the situation is even worse if attacker can spoof multiple medical devices simultaneously. Thus, an effective node authentication mechanism is the key to BAN’s security and patient safety.

Despite past research efforts on authentication in wireless networks, the same issue in BAN still remains a challenge because of its unique features and stringent application-level requirements. Traditionally, authentication has been relying on pre-distributed secret keys among nodes in a network. For example, there is a lot of literature on key distribution in wireless sensor networks (WSNs) [13, 5, 11, 12, 22, 23, 34]. However, if directly applied to a BAN, this method requires the end-users to basically trust the whole distribution chain which may involve numerous less trustworthy users. In addition, BAN’s user is usually inexperienced humans which implies high usability is required, where ideally “plug-and-play” is desired. Any key distribution/management process should be minimized, automatic, and transparent to users. Thus, node legitimacy in a BAN should be established without assuming prior security context among nodes. Furthermore, as the medical sensors become ubiquitous, they could be compromised and pre-shared secret keys can be stolen. These keys allow attackers to impost the any legitimate node, which renders traditional cryptographic authentication mechanisms ineffective. Therefore, node authentication mechanisms in BAN should have minimal reliance on cryptography. Finally, the low-end medical sensor nodes are extremely constrained in resources (including hardware, energy and user interfaces), while existing non-cryptographic authentication mechanisms mostly require advanced hardware such as multiple-antennas [51], or significant modifications to the system software. It is very important to note that, we should not introduce additional hardware assumptions to the BAN, not only because that adds cost but also it is not easily compatible with legacy systems.

Identifying these challenges, in this paper, we put forward BANA — a practical node authentication scheme for body area networks that does not depend on prior-trust (or pre-shared secrets) among the nodes. We exploit unique physical layer characteristics within a BAN environment, namely, the distinct received signal strength (RSS) variation behaviors between an on-body and an off-body communication channel. That is, when two legitimate devices are placed on the same user’s body, the RSS variation of the channel between them is much more stable than the case when one of the devices is off-the-body, especially when the body as a whole is in motion. This channel characteristic arises naturally from the multi-path fading environment surrounding a BAN, thus a legitimate on-body channel’s RSS variation profile is very hard to be forged by an off-body attacker, unless it can create a perfect channel1. We then design BANA based on this characteristic, and propose to use clustering analysis to differentiate the signals from a legitimate node and an attacker. We find that BANA works effectively under a wide range of scenarios with low false-positive and false-negative rates, and can correctly identify multiple attackers even when they collide. BANA can be efficiently realized on commercial off-the-shelf low-end sensor devices.

**Our Contributions**

1. We identify a new type of channel characteristics in BAN that can be used to increase its security. Namely, the dramatic differences in RSS variations between on-body and off-body channels, especially under artificially induced body motions. We theoretically explain its cause, and validate this characteristic through extensive experimental study under different scenarios.

2. We propose BANA, a novel non-cryptographic node authentication scheme for BAN based on the new channel characteristics. We perform clustering analysis on the average RSS variation (ARV) to differentiate signals of a legitimate node and an attacker. Our scheme is resource-efficient and does not require additional hardware.

3. We validate effectiveness and efficiency of BANA through extensive experiments on a body sensor network testbed. In particular, it is shown that our scheme can accurately identify multiple colluding attacker nodes even when their number is up to 5 times of legitimate nodes, while incurring minimal amount of overhead. The time required for authentication can be as short as 12 seconds for a group of six body sensors.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We review related work in Section 2. The problem definition, including system model and attack model, will be introduced in Section 3. Section 4 presents our findings on the new channel characteristics, while Sec. 5 gives BANA’s main design. In Section 6, we evaluate its security and performance, and discuss its limitations. We conclude the paper in Section 7.

### 2. RELATED WORK

Related research on authentication in WSNs, especially in BANs can be mainly divided into two categories – cryptographic and non-cryptographic authentication mechanisms. Traditionally, authentication in WSNs and BANs relied on the existence of prior security context [6, 26, 10, 27, 9, 52]. Those mechanisms generally either involve high computational overhead or complex key management. Tan et al. [41] proposed lightweight crypto-based authentication schemes. However, they still require prior-trust among the nodes or a trusted authority for key distribution, which lowers the usability of a BAN. It is worthy to note that secure device pairing methods are recent alternatives that do not assume pre-shared secrets, while enjoying higher usability (e.g., GDP [21, 20]). However, they assumed the existence of some additional out-of-band (OOB) secure channel that facilitates human-aided verification, which may not be intuitive to use. Thus, in what follows we only survey non-cryptographic authentication techniques related to BAN.

#### 2.1 Biometric-based Authentication

Physiological values are used to assist authentication and key generation by measuring and comparing the physiological signals separately at the sender and the receiver [35, 45, 44, 39, 47, 50, 15], such as electrocardiogram (EEG) and photoplethysmogram (PPG), iris, fingerprint etc. These methods can achieve “plug-and-play” without relying on pre-
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1An attacker equipped with high-gain directional antenna may create a low RSS-variation off-body channel, but this attacker involves many difficulties, whose feasibility is discussed in Sec. 6.3.
shared secrets, but it is hard for every body sensor in different positions to measure the same physiological signal with the same accuracy. Others use common accelerometer data extracted from motion of the body [30, 31]. However, they require specialized sensing hardware for every sensor.

2.2 Channel-based Authentication

Zeng et. al. [51] classified non-cryptographic authentication schemes into three different categories: software-based, hardware-based, and channel/location-based. Both software-based and hardware-based solutions are vulnerable to attacks that mimic the characteristics of the signature and impersonation. Channel/location-based solutions leverage the observation that RSS tends to vary over time due to mobility and channel environments.

Recently there have been an increasing interest in RSS-based authentication [43, 18, 4]. Zeng et. al. [51] proposed to use temporal RSS variation lists to deal with identity-based attack, where an intruder T who tries to impersonate another user B that is communicating with A can be detected by A. However, they focused on identification while our work focuses on distinguishing legitimate nodes from false ones (i.e., there is no specific identity to impersonate). The secure device pairing scheme proposed by [4] performed proximity detection based on differential RSS, but requires additional hardware (at least two receiver antennas). Other identification/authentication schemes build a signature for each device’s wireless channel, for example, the temporal link signature in [33] uses channel impulse response. However, this method requires a learning phase and also advanced hardware platforms such as GNU radio.

2.3 Proximity-based Authentication

Several schemes are based on co-location detection. Amigo in [43] extends the Diffie-Hellman key exchange with verification of device co-location. Each device monitors the radio environment for a short period of time and generates a signature including its RSS, which is used for similarity detection. In Ensemble [18], with the pairing devices transmitting and the trusted body-worn personal devices receiving, the latter determine proximity by monitoring the transmissions. Similarly, Mathur et. al. [28] proposed a co-location based pairing scheme by exploiting environmental signals. The main drawback of these methods is, the devices need to be within half wavelength distance of each other, which is restrictive for medical sensors deployed in a BAN.

Other works exploit secure ranging techniques to determine a device’s proximity [36], such as distance bounding [3]. The general concern with RF distance bounding is it requires specialized/advanced hardware, otherwise high accuracy cannot be achieved. In [37], Rasmussen and Capkun proposed the first design of RF distance bounding that can be realized fully using wireless channel, but that involves multi-radio capabilities and additional hardware.

Our work can be classified as both channel-based and proximity-based authentication, since we exploit the fact that an off-body attacker have quite different RSS variation behavior with an on-body sensor. Different from existing works, BANA does not require any additional hardware, only legitimate sensors need to be placed on/near the body.

3. PROBLEM DEFINITION

3.1 System Model and Assumptions

We consider a wireless body area network composed of n sensors and a CU. The sensors are carried on the body of a patient; they continuously measure and collect physiological data about the patient (e.g., heart rate, blood oxygenation, glucose level, etc.) and send them to the CU. They are limited in energy supply, memory space, and computation capabilities. The CU could be a more powerful hand-held device such as smart phone or PDA; it processes or aggregates the data, and then presents it to physicians/caregivers locally or to remote users. All the devices in a BAN are equipped with a radio interface, which enables them to communicate over wireless channel (e.g., Bluetooth, ZigBee, WiFi, etc.). The devices are also assumed to be within one-hop range of each other. We assume that the CU is not compromised. We do not assume the existence of any additional hardware (e.g., multiple antenna, accelerometer, GPS), or out-of-band communication channel. The CU is placed in close physical proximity of sensors and their distance is normally much smaller than two meters (e.g., holding by the user).

3.2 Attack Model

In this paper, we mainly consider impersonation attacks, where the attacker attempts to join the BAN by disguising either as a legitimate sensor devices or as the CU. The attacker(s) may either be a single device or multiple colluding ones, who may possess advanced hardware. They can forge physical addresses like MAC address, eavesdrop the wireless channel, modify, replay or inject false data, and can transmit packets at varying power levels.

In addition, the attacker may have knowledge about the wireless environment around the BAN. For example, it could survey the location where the BAN will be setup by measuring the channel in advance, and can derive corresponding signal propagation models. Besides, the attacker may make use of the history data collected in previous interactions with the BAN, to predict the path loss of the channel between itself and a legitimate node. The attacker is also aware of the deployed security mechanisms, the transmission technology, and the technical specs of the sensors and CU. Also, the attacker may either locate within either line-of-sight (LOS) or non-line-of-sight (NLOS) with respect to the BAN user and the devices. However, we assume that the attacker’s device(s) are away from the body, whose distances are larger than those between legitimate sensors and the CU themselves. If the attacker is physically in close proximity of a user, it would be easily spotted.

Note that, in this paper we do not consider jamming or Denial-of-Service (DoS) attacks. During an authentication process, it is possible that attacker falsely claims to have the ID of a valid sensor, so as to confuse the CU about which one is legitimate, or simply prevent a legitimate sensor from being successfully authenticated. However, this can be regarded as one type of DoS attack.

3.3 Design Requirements

The primary goal is to achieve node authentication, that is, to distinguish a legitimate body sensor/CU from an attacker. This is a fundamental requirement for the security of a BAN. After authentication, a shared secret key can be established between each sensor node and the CU in order to protect the sensitive health monitor data. We do not elab-
Figure 1: RSS variations in different body motion scenarios.

Figure 2: RSS variations under channel disturbance.

4. UNIQUE CHANNEL CHARACTERISTICS OF A BAN

The channel within a BAN can display substantial differences with respect to other types of channels, such as in WLAN and cellular environments. There are some existing research on BAN’s channel measurement [40]. Most of them focus on determining the channel model itself for enhancing communication performance; only a few of them studied the characteristics of BAN channel related to security purposes. Recently, Ali et al. observed that the channel between an on-body sensor (OBS) and off-body base station displays both slow and fast fading components [2]. They use it to facilitate secret key extraction from the channel, but it is not clear how can this be applied to BAN authentication.

In what follows, we use on-body channel to refer to the channel where both transceivers are located on the same body or in close vicinity to the body, and use off-body channel to refer to the situation that one of the transmitters is off-body (on the surface or in close vicinity to body) while the other is off-body (at a distance away). Note that, the off-body channel characteristics analyzed in this section applies to most types of attacker device, except those using a directional antenna to create a pointed, ideal path between the attacker and CU. However, as we will discuss later, although the directional attack seems possible theoretically, in practice it can be hard to carry out mainly due to the body motion in our scheme.

4.1 Distinct RSS Variation Profiles between On-body and Off-Body Channels

In this paper, we observe significant differences between the RSS variation behavior between on-body and off-body channels. That is, the off-body channel displays much severer fading than the on-body channel over time, in terms of both fading amplitude and rate. In particular, we found two classes of scenarios under which this difference is prominent: (1) Body motion, especially when the body parts are relatively static to each other. There are many real-world examples for such motions: slow-walking, sitting in a wheel-chair and pulled by others, rotating, lying on a moving operation table, etc. (2) Channel disturbances. Alternatively, when the body is static, moving objects/people between an off-body link creates a similar effect. For example, in a crowded hospital or emergency room environment.

Experimental Evidences. To testify our claim, we carried out experiments using five Crossbow’s TelosB motes (TFR2400). The TelosB platform includes an IEEE 802.15.4 radio with integrated antenna, a low-power MCU with extended memory and an optional sensor suite. We configured three of these devices as body sensors, separately worn on the chest (S1), strapped to the right waist (S2), and tied to the left thigh (S3). For the other two sensors, one works as CU that is tied to a pole carried by the patient (regarded as on-body), and another models an off-body attacker (off-body). The sensor placement and the configuration of small office are shown in Fig. 5. We performed experiments in two scenarios: a small office and a large corridor of a college building. For the small office scenario, the patient either walks randomly, or sits on a chair and spins. The off-body link is non-line-of-sight (NLOS) in this case, and the attacker remains static. For the corridor scenario, the patient sits on a wheelchair and moves back and forth along a straight line with the help of a caregiver; attacker is either static, or follows behind and moves in a similar pattern. In addition, to
simulate channel disturbances, we let the patient be static while there are people walking around the corridor.

We measured the RSSI received from each other sensor by the CU, where the sampling step is 200ms. Results for body motion scenarios are shown in Fig. 1, while those for channel disturbance is shown in Fig. 2. Two prominent characteristics can be observed.

- **On-Body Channel is Much More Stable Even Under Body Motion.** For example, in Fig. 1, the RSS from the attacker is apparently experiencing large variations while RSS from all the OBSes are still stable with small fluctuations. The RSS variations of OBSes are less than 5 – 10dB, while for the attacker its RSS varies much faster with a range of 45dB. For other scenarios, similar observations can be found.

- **Off-Body Channel is Unpredictable.** The off-body channel’s fading is much more random and unpredictable than the on-body channel.

Note that the difference in RSS variation profiles still holds when there is small relative motion between body parts. To validate its universality, we also conducted other sets of experiments in different rooms and on different subjects, and results are consistent. Due to space limitations they are not presented here.

### 4.2 Theoretical Explanation

Next we will analyze the reasons of above observed phenomena. As we know, radio wave propagation is greatly affected by direct path loss, multipath, shadowing, and other interference, which are both time and environment specific and difficult to predict. Taking movement into account increases the unpredictability of the radio environment dramatically [18]. However, this has much less effect for an on-body channel than an off-body channel.

**On-Body Channel:** Although signal propagation over on-body channel suffers from the effect of the human body with its complex shape and different tissues, it is well-known that at very close range, the direct path (DP) is the dominant path among all the multi-path components [36]. As depicted in Fig. 3, since the OBS and CU are very close to each other (usually less than 1 meter), the RSS received from reflection off the walls and floors only contributes a small proportion to the overall RSS. Therefore, during body motions, the effects of signal reflection and absorption will not change dramatically as the OBS and the CU keep their position and distance relatively static. Ideally, the coherence time of the on-body channel goes towards infinity.

**Off-Body Channel:** For an off-body transceiver, the relative motion between it and CU/OBS results in Doppler shift. In addition, the motion also changes the phases and amplitudes of signals arriving from various multi-paths whereas the DP no long dominates. Thus when the off-body transceiver is at a certain distance away, the superposition of multi-path components lead to large-scale and fast variations in fading amplitude. This effect is particularly conspicuous in NLOS situations, as the signal is subjected to losses caused by penetrating walls, floors, doors and windows. Thus, any change in the environment will result in remarkable RSS variations at the receiver side. For a back-of-the-envelop calculation, assume the body is moving straight at \( v = 0.6m/s \). The coherence time of the off-body channel is \( T_c = \lambda/2v \approx 0.1s \), where \( \lambda = 0.125m \) if \( f = 2.4GHz \). Note that our sample interval is 0.2s.

### 5. MAIN DESIGN OF BANA

This section describes the main design of BANA based on the channel characteristics. We first focus on the one-way authentication, that is the CU authenticates other body sensors. Our scheme can be adapted to handle the opposite case, which will be discussed in Sec. 6.

#### 5.1 Overview

Our scheme exploits the fact that the RSS at the CU received from an off-body attacker experiences much larger fluctuations because of the multipath effect and Doppler spread, compared with that of an OBS. We formalize the degree of signal fluctuation as average RSS variation (ARV), which indicates the average amplitude of change in path loss between two consecutive time slots of RSS measurement (one time slot is slightly longer than the channel coherence time). In order to prevent the attacker from predicting its channel condition to the CU, we require each sensor to send response messages to the CU, after a time larger than the channel coherence time. After having collected all the RSSes over a short period of time and computed the ARV for each node, the CU uses cluster analysis to classify them into two groups. Due to large differences between the ARVs, the clustering procedure will have high chance of success. Note that, measuring RSS requires no additional hardware and can be fully realized on low-end sensor nodes.

#### 5.2 The BANA Protocol

Our secure authentication protocol assumes that legitimate sensor devices have been attached to the patient’s body before the execution of our protocol. One or more off-body attacker nodes may present in vicinity. Our protocol distinguishes legitimate on-body sensors from off-body attacker nodes as follows.

1. The CU broadcasts a hello message \( M = (x, t_0, t) \) using a certain transmission power \( P_t \) to nearby devices, asking them to respond after \( x \) second(s), where \( x \) is a system parameter, e.g., \( x = 1 \). The hello message \( M \) sent by the CU requires all the responding devices to send back response messages \( m \) repeatedly every \( t \) milliseconds after \( x \) second(s) and continue for \( t_0 \) seconds. The CU will not respond to any sensor device during the \( t_0 \) seconds until it finishes the authentication process, providing no oppor-
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Figure 4: Description of the authentication process


tunities to the attacker for measuring the realtime channel between itself and the CU.

(2) Upon receiving the hello message, a sensor device \( i \) generates a small random number \( t_i \), e.g., we can have \( t_i < t \), and sends it back CU. CU collects the \( t_i \)'s from all responding devices and make sure there is no duplicated ones to avoid future transmission collision. After the CU has agreed on the random numbers, it notifies the responding devices to repeatedly send messages \( m \) to the CU after \( x \) seconds plus \( t_i \) milliseconds. Specifically, the \( i \)-th sensor keeps sending response messages \( m_1, m_2, \ldots, m_{NT} \) every \( t \) milliseconds and continue for \( t_0 \) seconds, where \( NT = 1000 \times t_0 / t \). Both \( t_0 \) and \( t \) are appropriately set system parameters. For \( t_0 \), it should be large enough for the CU to collect sufficient signal samples and measure the channel accurately. But if \( t_0 \) is too large, a patient will spend too much time on sensor devices authentication which is not affordable to the patient if the data measured by the sensor devices is urgently needed for emergency treatment. For \( t \), generally it must be no less than the coherence time to ensure accurate estimation of channel variation, where the coherence time is defined to be the time duration over which the channel impulse response is considered to be not varying.

(3) After having collected the RSSs for all the responding devices, the CU calculates the average RSS variation \( ARV_i \) for each node \( i \) by computing \( ARV_i = \frac{\sum_i |RSS_i - RSS_{i+1}|}{|RSS_i|/NT} \), where \( \sum_i \) is the sum of all the absolute values of RSS variation for every two consecutive time interval \( t \). Finding out values of \( ARV_1, ARV_2, \ldots, ARV_n \) for all the received signals, the CU applies a classification algorithm to partition them into two groups, where one group has a smaller mean of \( ARV \) while the other group has a larger one.

(4) Based on the classification result, the CU accepts the sensor devices whose \( ARV \) values belong to the cluster with a smaller average of \( ARV \) while rejecting the devices in the other group.

5.3 Discussion

1. Deployment: \( n \) sensors are put to their designated places on the patient’s body. And the CU is attached to an external equipment, which is placed at a relatively constant position and distance to all the worn sensors. All of the OBSes shall have a clear line of sight to the CU. The distances between each sensor and the CU \( d_1, d_2, \ldots, d_n \) must be larger than half-wavelength. Therefore, no correlation exists between wireless channels to each sensor and those to the CU. In this case, even if the attacker is able to measure the signals sent by the legitimate sensors, it is not able infer the channel to the CU.

2. Average RSS Variation (ARV): to compare and distinguish remote sensors from on-body sensors, measurements of the signal fluctuations are necessary. According to what we observe from Fig.2, the RSS of a remote sensor was experiencing dramatic fluctuations, which changed very fast in a short period of time, while on-body sensors keep relatively stable RSS with small variations over time. So within a small time interval, the RSS variation of a remote sensor is mostly larger than that of a on-body sensor. Then over a period of time, the average RSS variation of the remote sensor will still be larger than that of the on-body sensor. Based on this observation, we utilize average RSS variation to check the degree of signal fluctuations for both remote sensors and on-body sensors. To calculate the average RSS variation, the CU adds up all the absolute values of RSS differences between every time interval for each signal, and divides the sum by the total number of discrete time points for that signal.

3. Classification method: In addition to the obvious differences of the average RSS variations between remote sensors and on-body sensors, we also noticed that the average RSS variation values are closed to each other for remote sensors, so are the on-body sensors themselves. Intuitively, these ARVs will form two distinct groups. In our protocol enables the CU to achieve this by employing a classification method. The sensors whose average RSS variation value belong to the group with a smaller overall average RSS variation, are treated as valid sensors. Otherwise, they are treated as illegal sensors. As one of the popular classification algorithm, K-means clustering provides a method of cluster analysis aiming to partition \( n \) observations into \( k \) clusters, in which each observation belongs to the cluster with the nearest mean, and fit well for our scheme. Note that, K-means clustering requires no prior-knowledge about the data distribution, thus there is no training phase.

6. EVALUATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test Plan</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Movement</th>
<th>Patient</th>
<th>Attacker Placement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1         | Small room    | sitting-and-rotating | person 1 | Attacker #1,2: inside of the room.  
Attacker #3,4: next door (separated by a wooden wall)  
Attacker #5,6: more than 5 meters away |
| 2         | Small room    | walking            | person 1 | Attacker #1,2: inside of the room.  
Attacker #3,4: next door (separated by a wooden wall)  
Attacker #5,6: more than 5 meters away |
| 3         | Medium room   | sitting-and-rotating | person 3 | Attacker #1.2: inside of the room.  
Attacker #3,4: next door (separated by a wooden wall)  
Attacker #5,6: more than 5 meters away |
| 4         | Corridor      | sitting-and-rolling | person 1 | Attacker #1: following the patient.  
Attacker #2-6: static, at different distances |
| 5         | Corridor      | sitting-and-rolling | person 2 | Attacker #1: following the patient.  
Attacker #2-6: static, at different distances |

Figure 6: The Testing Plans

Figure 5: Sensor Placement on the Human Body and the Small Room Layout.

We conducted experiments under different settings to validate our proposed scheme. Specifically, we took into account the effect of the following factors: position of the body sensor, surrounding environment such as room size, type of patient movement, location of the attacker, and difference between individual patients.

6.1 Experimental Setup and Results

In our experiments, we configured seven TelosB motes (numbered from 1 to 7) as OBSes, separately worn on the chest and the arms, strapped to the both sides of waist, and tied to both the left and right thighs. We used a TelosB mote to emulate the controller for simplicity. On receiving the signal from sensors, the controller measures the RSSI and sends it to the computer for analysis. By this we can emulate all the functionalities of a real controller. In each experiment we also put 6 TelosB motes (numbered from 1 to 6) at different locations with different distances to the patient to simulate the attackers. In our experiments, we use these motes mainly to measure the channel properties of body sensors and real attackers. Based on the collected data, we will analyze the probability at which legitimate body sensors are successfully accepted as well as the attackers’ strategies and their successful probability of impersonating as authentic body sensors by using the strategies.

To simulate typical real-life scenarios, we choose three locations to conduct the experiments: a small office with a large table and two chairs inside, a medium size room with two large tables and five chairs inside, and the corridor in our university’s building. The small room has four walls and its size is 2.8m(width) x 3.3m(length) x 2.7m(height) as shown in Fig. 5. The medium size room has the similar layout but of size 4.5m(width) x 5.5m(length) x 2.7m(height). The size of the corridor is 4.5m(width) x 40m(length) x 3.0m(height).

Our experiments were conducted on three persons to test the difference between individuals - person 1 and person 3 are males with heights of 170cm and 176cm respectively. Person 2 is a female with height of 170cm. During the experiments, we used the following movements which can easily be performed in real life: 1) sitting-and-rotating. In this movement, the person acting as the patient sits on a chair (with wheels) with the controller fixed to the front of her/him. Another person helps her/him rotate the chair slowly. This movement is only used in the small room and the medium size room. 2) sitting-and-rolling. In this movement, the person acting as the patient sits on a chair (with wheels) with the controller fixed to the front of her/him. Another person pushes the chair from back and walks from one end of the corridor to the other end. 3) walking. In this movement, the person acting as the patient stands and walks slowly. This movement will be tested in the small room where there may not be enough space to move the chair. In each movement, we fixed the controller at the distance of about 30cm away from the front side of the “patient”.

To validate our proposed scheme we planned several experiment scenarios considering the combinations of the impacting factors. Fig. 6 summarizes out these test plans:

1) Plan 1, 2: The experiments were conducted on Person 1 in the small room. For plan 1, the patient sits on a chair in the middle of the room. The movement used is sitting-and-rotating and the speed of the rotation is about 8 rpm. For plan 2, the person slowly but randomly walks in the room, holding the controller to the front of her/him. In both plans, the 6 “attackers” are strategically placed as follows: #1 and #2 are inside of the room, one on the table and the other hung on the door. Both of them are less than 2 meters away from the patient. #3 and #4 are placed at different places in the room next door, both less than 3 meters away from the patient. The wall between the two rooms is wooden. Both #5 and #6 are placed more than 5 meters away from the patient on the same floor in the building.

2) Plan 3: The setting of plan 3 is similar to that of plan...
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Plan</th>
<th>OBS1</th>
<th>OBS2</th>
<th>OBS3</th>
<th>OBS4</th>
<th>OBS5</th>
<th>OBS6</th>
<th>OBS7</th>
<th>ATK1</th>
<th>ATK2</th>
<th>ATK3</th>
<th>ATK4</th>
<th>ATK5</th>
<th>ATK6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Plan 1</td>
<td>1.605</td>
<td>0.582</td>
<td>2.012</td>
<td>1.899</td>
<td>1.814</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5.667</td>
<td>6.346</td>
<td>5.754</td>
<td>5.835</td>
<td>5.152</td>
<td>4.721</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plan 2</td>
<td>2.099</td>
<td>0.932</td>
<td>1.754</td>
<td>2.286</td>
<td>4.870</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>6.860</td>
<td>6.149</td>
<td>6.346</td>
<td>5.936</td>
<td>5.809</td>
<td>5.572</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plan 3</td>
<td>2.463</td>
<td>0.991</td>
<td>1.626</td>
<td>1.923</td>
<td>2.890</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>7.235</td>
<td>6.005</td>
<td>5.365</td>
<td>6.005</td>
<td>5.365</td>
<td>5.152</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plan 4</td>
<td>3.104</td>
<td>1.149</td>
<td>2.142</td>
<td>2.264</td>
<td>2.104</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>7.003</td>
<td>6.005</td>
<td>5.365</td>
<td>6.005</td>
<td>5.365</td>
<td>5.152</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plan 5</td>
<td>3.544</td>
<td>1.181</td>
<td>1.947</td>
<td>2.115</td>
<td>2.395</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>7.173</td>
<td>6.005</td>
<td>5.365</td>
<td>6.005</td>
<td>5.365</td>
<td>5.152</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 7: The average RSS variation measurements (in dB) for Test Plan 1-5. On-Body Sensors (OBS) #1-7 are located on middle chest, left waist, right waist, left thug, right thug, left chest, and right arm respectively. Attackers (ATK) are located as described in Fig. 6.

1 and 2. The main difference is that the distances between the attackers and the patient are a bit larger than those in plan 1 and 2 because of a larger room size. In this plan Person 3 acts as the patient.

3) Plan 4, 5: These two experiments were conducted in the corridor in our university’s building. In both plans we used the movement of sitting-and-rolling. Plan #4 is conducted on Person 1 and #5 is on Person 2. The placement of the “attackers” are the same in both plans: attacker #1 follows the patient at a fixed distance of 1 meter; attackers #2 - 6 are randomly distributed along the corridor without moving.

We intend to use these experiments to simulate several typical real life scenarios in which the body sensors are authenticated in places such as the hospital testing room, the home room, the hallway of the hospital, etc.

At the beginning of each experiment, the controller broadcasts a hello message to all the nodes. After 1 second, the controller starts to receive messages and measure their RSSIs every 200ms, i.e., \( t = 200\text{ms}^3 \). Each experiment lasts for 1-2 minutes. After having collected all the RSSIs, for each node \( i \) we calculate the average RSS variation (ARV) between two consecutive 200ms slots. A larger ARV means that the communication channel between the node and the controller undergoes sharp fluctuation. To generate sample data for statistics study, we conducted 15 experiments in total, with some of the cases repeatedly tested. Fig. 7 gives a summary of the measured ARVs under different test plans. For brevity, we just show the results of 5 non-repeated experiments. In the following section we will show the statistic data which includes the complete set of results generated in the 15 experiments.

From this table we can observe the following facts: 1) 34 out of the total 35 on-body sensor ARVs are less than 4dB. All of them are less than 5dB. But those of all the “attackers” are greater than 4dB. This verifies our observation that by introducing appropriate movements the off-body nodes (attackers) tend to undergo larger fluctuation in path loss than the on-body sensors. 2) The variance of the ARVs of on-body sensors in each test plan is relatively small (for example in plan 1 it is 0.469 as compared to 3.0186, the overall variance of all the ARVs in the plan). Intuitively this indicates that the ARVs of on-body sensors tend to converge to a certain (relatively small) value and form a cluster. Correct identification of such a cluster will lead to successful authentication of on-body sensors. 3) Occasionally, few on-body sensors would experience large path loss fluctuation (resulting in a large ARV, e.g., plan 5 OBS2) due to various reasons such as inappropriate placement of the CU, interruption from improper body movement, etc. This will cause rejection of the on-body sensor(s) (i.e., the false positive error). 4) The ARVs of on-body sensors are empirically bounded. In all our 15 test cases, there is no on-body sensor with measured ARV exceeding 5dB. 5) Deploying off-body nodes (“attackers”) in vicinity does not necessary results in a relatively similar ARVs. For example, attacker #2 and #3 in plan 1 and 2 are placed about 1 meter away from each other in the same room. But their ARVs differs remarkably as compared to those of other attackers. This can be explained by factors such as different multipath effects as well as distinct Doppler spread if the two nodes are more than half wave length away from each other.

### 6.2 Evaluation

Based on the experiment results obtained above, we first evaluate the accuracy of our scheme without strategic attackers. In particular, we will study the false positive rate (i.e., rate of failing to accept authentic on-body sensors) and the false negative rate (i.e., rate of failing to reject off-body attackers.). Then, we discuss several possible strategic attacks, their impacts, and our countermeasures. Finally, we evaluate the efficiency of our proposed scheme, including computation/communication costs and authentication time.

#### 6.2.1 Effectiveness

To study the statistical property of the scheme we conducted 15 experiments under the five test plans. In addition to the 5 experiments presented in Fig. 7, the other 10 experiments were conducted based on the five plans by slightly but randomly changing some settings such as the speed of movement and the number and/or the position of the on-body sensors. From each experiment, we obtained a set of ARVs on which we ran the classification algorithm to differentiate on-body nodes and off-body nodes (attackers). In particular, we used the \textit{kmeans} function in Matlab with the cluster number set as 2. We study the impacts on the false positive rates and false negative rates by the following factors respectively: the location of the experiment, the type of movements, and the choice of people. For each case, the \textit{false positive rate} is computed as the percentage of total number of rejected on-body sensors out of the total number of on-body sensors, i.e.,

\[
\text{false positive rate} = \frac{\sum_{i \in \text{EXP}}(\# \text{of rejected OBSs})}{\sum_{i \in \text{EXP}}(\text{total } \# \text{ of OBSs})} \cdot 100\%,
\]

where \( \text{EXP} \) mean the set of all the experiments in the case. Similarly, the \textit{false negative rate} is computed as the

\[
\text{false negative rate} = \frac{\sum_{i \in \text{EXP}}(\text{number of rejected nodes})}{\sum_{i \in \text{EXP}}(\text{number of total nodes})} \cdot 100\%.
\]

3To make 200 ms greater than the coherence time of the channel between the controller and each individual attacker, in each experiment we assure that the controller moves at a speed greater than 31.25cm per second (Note that the wavelength of IEEE 802.15.4 signal is about 12.5cm).

4Attackers who employ some strategies to spoof the CU, rather than following the protocol honestly.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>False Positive</th>
<th>False Negative</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>small</td>
<td>3.7%</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>medium</td>
<td>2.9%</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>corridor</td>
<td>3.3%</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sitting-and-rotating</td>
<td>2.2%</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sitting-and-rolling</td>
<td>3.7%</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>walking</td>
<td>4.8%</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>person 1</td>
<td>2.0%</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>person 2</td>
<td>4.8%</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>person 3</td>
<td>2.8%</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>overall</td>
<td>3.3%</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 8: The false positive rates and false negative rates under different settings with non-strategic off-body attackers.

percentage of total number of accepted off-body sensors (attackers) out of the total number of off-body sensors (attackers).

Our analysis results are summarized in Fig. 8. From this table we observe that the false negative rate in our experiments is zero. This is mainly due to the fact that the off-body nodes (attackers) did not launch any strategic attack during the experiment. But such a result does indicate that our scheme is effective against non-strategic attacks (in which an off-body device is deployed in the vicinity of the patient hoping to get authenticated as an on-body sensor). The false negative rates are computed for scenarios with different locations and movements as well as different individuals. As is shown the difference among the three locations is no larger than 0.8%, which indicates the less impact from location as long as the environment surrounding the patient is relatively simple, e.g., not many reflecting angles or objects near the patient. The impact of the movement is slightly higher as compared to that of the location. For example, the false positive rate for walking almost doubles that for sitting-and-rotating (4.8% vs. 2.2%). This is mainly because it is usually harder for individuals, unless well-trained, to control the smoothness of the movement (i.e., keeping the relative location between the CU and on-body sensors stable) while walking. But it will be relatively easier while sitting on a chair. From the results, we also observe a slight difference among individuals. But such a difference is mainly caused by the difference of individuals’ controlling of the movements. The overall false positive rate is 3.3% taking all the 15 experiments into accounts.

6.2.2 Security Against Strategic Attackers

A smart attacker may carry out strategic attacks to improve the chance of getting the off-body nodes accepted by the CU. For this purpose the attacker can employ the following two methods: 1) reducing the fluctuation of path loss measured by the CU via varying the transmission power; 2) deviating the clustering method.

Attack Method 1: To reduce the fluctuation of path loss measured by the CU, the attacker needs to accurately measure or predict the communication channel to the CU so as to compensate the path loss via adjusting the transmission power. But as the CU does not transmit any signal after having sent out the request message, the attacker is not able to measure the realtime channel impulse response. Alternatively, the attacker may resort to measuring the real-time property of the channel to on-body sensors as the estimation of the channel to the CU. However, in our scheme the CU is located at least half wave length away from the on-body sensors, the channel to them are mutually uncorrelated. Another way is to predict the channel based on historical channel measurements. However, the channel coherence time is very short (less than 200ms) due to the movements we introduced.

Attack Method 2: In this method, the attacker attempts to deviate our clustering method through introducing an overwhelming number of off-body attacker nodes. This method may work because for clustering algorithm like k-means the centroid of the clusters tends to locate close to the majority. In the extreme case, if there is just a single on-body sensor but a large number of off-body attacker nodes, the clusters will be centered around the attacker nodes (i.e., their ARVs) with very high probability. To verify the effect of such attack, we did a simulation by varying the number of attacker nodes to make it times more than that of the on-body sensors. Each node is randomly assigned a ARV according to the real distribution measured in our experiments. For any given number of attacker nodes and on-body sensors, we run the classification algorithm 1000 times and measure the probability of successful clustering (i.e., no false positive/negative error). We consider four cases with on-body sensor number of 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 respectively. The simulation result is shown in Fig. 9. From this figure, it is clear that when the ratio of attacker number to on-body sensor number is less than 6, our clustering scheme always succeeds with a probability greater than 90%.

Although it seems difficult to completely thwart this attack, launching such a powerful attack is not only expensive but also easily detectable due to the large number of attacking devices involved. To keep the cost of such attack high, while clustering the CU can always create a small number of replica nodes for the node with the minimum ARV. This is because the attacker needs to deploy times more nodes to achieve a relatively high success probability.

6.2.3 Efficiency

The efficiency of our proposed scheme can be evaluated by authentication time, computation and communication costs.


**Authentication Time:** In our experiments, authentication time is set as 1-2 minutes, letting the CU receive sufficient number of sample RSSs for analysis. However, the actual time needed for authenticating a sensor node may not necessarily have to be 2 minutes. To measure the actual time required to authenticate a sensor node, for each $i \leq NT$ we plotted a false positive/negative rate calculated from the subset of sample $[1, \ldots, i]$, where $NT$ is the total number of samples obtained from the experiment and the samples were taken per 200ms. As shown in Fig. 10, for some experiments both false positive rate and false negative rate quickly become stable as 0. This means that for these cases, the on-body sensor nodes and off-body attackers can be immediately differentiated by checking only several samples. For some experiments, the two rates are not stable until some number of samples are examined as shown in the bottom picture in Fig. 10. This is particularly true for some special locations such as large empty hallway with less multi-path effect. This is because the channel between the remote LOS attacker and the CU is less sensitive to certain movement, e.g., slowly rolling toward the attacker, since the affect of Doppler spread is dominant. Interestingly, analysis on these experiment results shows that in each experiment the two error rates become stable after the first 60 samples (i.e., 12s). This means that in all our experiments, the CU just need to measure up to 12 second to obtain the same authentication results as we have had. For cases of small room and medium room, the time can be reduced to less than 1 second.

**Computation and Communication Costs:** The computational cost for each sensor node is negligible since no time-consuming task is executed on it. On the controller’s side, the most computation-intensive task is the execution of the clustering algorithm. As the k-means clustering itself is NP-hard, heuristic algorithms are usually employed. The complexity of the algorithm can be $O(n^{d+1} \log n)$ if $d$ and $k$ are fixed[16], where $n$ is the number of $d$-dimensional entities to be clustered, and $k$ is the number of clusters. In our scheme, $d$ and $k$ are fixed to 1 and 2 respectively. So the complexity can be $O(n^3 \log n)$, where $n$ is corresponding to the number of sensor nodes which is a relatively small number. The communication cost for each body sensor is mainly caused by the messages sent to the CU every 200ms, which only needs to include the node's identity.

### 6.3 Discussion and Future Work

From our experiments, it is clear that our proposed solution is effective, with very high success probability in distinguishing legitimate on-body sensors from off-body nodes, including both non-strategic and strategic attacker nodes. The motions being studied can be easily carried out by any inexperienced patient in typical real life scenarios. They are very effective in creating the difference of RSS variation between on-body and off-body links, which will increase the accuracy of the clustering results.

**Realizing two-way authentication:** In the above we mainly showed how the CU authenticates body sensor nodes. For the other way round, we can let the CU send response messages to all the sensors after sensors’ messages. Note that the real CU in the BAN is assumed to be not compromised (continuously presented). Due to the channel reciprocity, the RSS values received by each sensor from the CU are also more stable over time than those from the attackers. Thus if there exists more than one claimed-to-be CUs, each sensor will pick the node with the smallest ARV as CU.

For the sake of two-way authentication, we are assuming isotropic noise conditions, meaning that the ambient RF energy located at Alice, Bob or Eve are roughly equivalent, and consequently radio links will be approximately symmetric due to channel reciprocity. We note that similar assumptions and limitations were identified in [29]. What is important, though to realize in our work, is that the off-body channel will exhibit significantly higher variance than the on-body channel, thereby facilitating our methods.

We note that there has been further investigation into using the actual channel response, as opposed to RSS, for authentication. We refer the reader to [48, 49] for examples of this complementary work.

**Attacks using directional antenna:** A possible limitation of BANA is when dealing with attackers provided with a directional antenna. In BANA, the distinction between on- and off-body channels is mainly introduced by the multi-path environment surrounding a BAN. Such a distinction could be eliminated when the attacker uses a directional antenna to create a focused beam to reduce the multi-path effect. While this attack seems to be effective, we believe that it is difficult to launch in practice. In particular, in BANA the patient carries out random motions that we suggested. Such random motions will make it hard for the attacker’s directional antenna to accurately direct the patient, which is particularly true for NLOS scenarios such as closed rooms. To improve the accuracy of pointing toward the patient, the attacker may want to use an antenna with a wider beam. However, a large beam angle can easily make the multi-path effect eminent. On the other hand, a highly directional antenna with a narrow beam is usually large in size, which would make the attacking device more easily detected in practice. As an interesting future work, we will further study the practicality of attacks using directional antenna.

**7. CONCLUSIONS**

This paper, for the first time, proposes a lightweight authentication scheme for body area networks – BANA without depending on prior-trust among the nodes. We achieve this by exploiting physical layer characteristics unique to a BAN, namely, the distinct variation behaviors of received signal strength (RSS) between an on-body communication link and an off-body link. Specifically, the latter is much more unstable over time, especially under various artificially induced whole body motions. Our experiment results have validated such an observation and shown that our clustering
method is effective in differentiating on-body sensors from off-body nodes. Analysis shows that our scheme is effective even with the presence of a number of strategic attackers. For future work, we will explore a more effective solution that thwarts strategic attackers with an overwhelming number and study the practicality of attacks using directional antenna. In addition, we will explore other implications of BAN’s channel characteristics in enhancing its security from physical layer, for example, secret key extraction. Finally, we note that our study has assumed that the radio link is symmetric between Alice and Bob, and the amount to which this assumption is true in general needs to be extensively explored in future work, which we are conducting.
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